



In search ot answers 
BY RONALD G. EAGUII 
oes fiber optic technology impact passive sola r 
lighting? How are Jane Austen's novels trans-
lating into film? Are "s hiners" in the 
Tennessee River like those in the Cumberland 
River? Who was Danie Joe Stewart and what did 
he mean to organized labor? Are college females 
trying to match unrealistic body images? What is 
solarized photogravure? 
Faculty members and their top students at 
the University recently searched for answers to 
these and other intriguing quest ions and some 
of th e more inte resting resu lts are presented in 
th is year's FOCUS edition of MSUToday. We are 
pleased to recognize their efforts in research 
and creative produ ctions, and we salute them 
as talented and dedica ted col leagues. 
These individuals represent a broad range 
of fields of study, bu t they share a common 
bond- the pursuit of academic excellence and 
an unwaveri ng personal commitment to meet-
ing the needs of their students. 
We arc proud of these schola r ed ucators and what they 
do each day to enha nce our academic communi ty. 
c?~J.c~ 
Ronald G. Eaglin 






The Journal of ,1/orebead ~·/ale C1111 ersily , 
Today 
l'o/.3 \'o.l 
c ,o n :t e n :1 s 
Dr. Laurie Couch investigates the effeas of betrayal in rela-
tionships. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••• •• 
Dr. John Hen nen studies the life of labor organizer 
Danie Joe Stewart. 
••••••••••••••••••• • •• • •••••• •• • •••• 
Thinking on a galactic scale: Dr. Capp Yess looks at theoret-
ical models of the universe. 
••••••••••• • •••••••••••••• • •• ••• • ••• 
David Bartlett combines art and technology with pho-
togravure. 
•••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••• • • • • 
Dr. David Eisenhour examines morphology of fish specie 
in the Cumberland River drainage areas. 
On the cover: 
Dr. Robert Gnse ,left. and Dr. Charles Patnck 1nves· 
tlgate the potent1al of pass1ve solar lighting us1ng 
fiber optics. 
On the back: 
Dr. Sarah Mornson. professor of English. Is pass1on· 
ate about the novels of Jane Austen She has taken 
that Interest to the b1g screen, study1ng how film-
makers have translated Austen's work to that 
medium. Dr. Mornson 1s p1ctured w1th some of her 
Austen collection All of the English wnter's SIX nov· 
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About The Focus Edition 
Focus-a po1nt to which something con-
verges or from which something 
diverges-illustrates the Ideals of Morehead 
State University for br1ng1ng the best 
research together and encouraging new 
efforts in distinctly d1fferent areas. The goal 
of Focus is to recong~ize faculty and pro-
fessional staff Involvement 1n sponsored 
research and creative projects and to illus-
trate diversity 1n the l.Xliversity's mission of 
teaching, research, and serv1ce to the peo-
ple of East Kentucky. Throug, the combina-
tion of teaching w1th research, scholarship, 
and creative activities, an environment in 
which knowledge may be discovered, inte-
grated, and disseminated to educate stu-
dents is created. Focus 1s Intended to illus-
trate the breadth of research within the 
U1iversity and th.Js describes only a few of 
the on-going projects t.nder way in a variety 
of areas. 
Morehead State lxuversity is corrmitted to 
providing equal ed.Jca!lonal opportu11t1es 
to all persons regardless of race, color, 
national ongin, age, religion, sex, or disability 
in 1ts educational prog-ams, services, activ-
ities, employment policies, and administra-
tion of students to any program of study. In 
this regard the lknversity conforms to all the 
laws, statutes, and reg_~lations conceming 
equal employment opportmities and affir-
mative action. This includes: Title VI and 
Title VII of the Civil R1(j1ts Act of 1964, Title IX 
of the Education Amendments of 1972, 
Executive Orders 11246 and 11375, Equal 
Pay Act of 1963, Vietnam Era Veterans 
Readjustment Ass1stance Act of 197 4, Age 
Discrimination Act in Errployment Act of 
1967, Sections 503 and 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, (as amended 1r1 
1992), Amencans w1th Disabilities Act of 
1990 and Kentucky Revised Statutes 
207.130 to 207 240. Any inquiries should 
be addressed to Francene Bolts-Butler, 
Affirmative Action Officer/ADA 
Coordinator, Morehead State University, 
308 Allie Young, Morehead, KY 40351. 













1999 Distinguished Creative Productions Award recipient, 
Dr. Richard Miles. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Writing coaches: Dr. Nancy Peterson and Dr. Rob Lockhart 
and the Morehead Writing Project. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Brenda Malinauskas-Ovenon and Dr. Christi Bruening 
examine eating and exerci e habi ts of college women. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dr. Sarah Morrison studies the challenge of translating 
Jane Austen's novels to film. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Reducing risky behavior in teens is focus of research by Dr. 
Youmasu Siewe. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Lawyer, educator, mother: Dianna Murphy's project takes 
professional and personal concerns to the elementary class-
room. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dr. James Bogert, assistant professor of marketing, studies 
corporate blockholdings. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Betty Hoge and Dr. Stacy Vollmers design curriculum to fos -
ter entrepreneurship among business students. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cover Story: Dr Charles Patrick and Dr. William Grise' inves-
tigate ways to harness the power of passive solar lighting. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
An interview with 1999 Distinguished Researcher Dr. Bruce 
Mattingly. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Summary of grants at Morehead State University. 
Getting to the heart of the matter 
Psychology professor studies effects of betrayal on victims 
B) Lit rv1andrdl 
0! IIlli\' for t'l'alfart'm!lllht• lrtmquilmind! /;lrt'll't'l/ulJI/t'll/.1 
Audience~ recogni;c the tragic comcquences of 
bwaval in William Shak.espcare's Orhelltl. as Othello 1s 
torn betm.'cn loving hi'> \\'ife. 
who he suspects has betrayed 
him, and trusting hi-. honest 
friend lago, who i.., bctra) ing 
Othello. Assbtam prolcs-,or of 
psychology Dr. Laurie Couch has 
been conducting re'>earch in the 
area or betrayal lor se\ era! ,·cars 
and has concluded that. lik.e 
Othello, humam \\ ho ha' e 
e\perienced betraral arc longing 
lor the peace, tranquilit\, and 
contentment lost to 1 hem by 
treachery. 
Since 1997, Dr. Couch ha<> 
been imcrcsted in a c..ubc..et ol 
'>Olial ps)Tholog\, -,pedlil intcr-
pcr'>onal beha' ior.., such as betrayal. With '>llppon from 
,\1orehead State grants and the assistance of '>L'\ nal grad-
uate students, Dr. Couch '>lii'Wyed hundred.., ol partici-
pants about betrayal and the anxiety related to that event. 
B) using a narrati\'l'-ba'>ed questionnaire 10 gather inlor-
mation rega rding the part icipants' nperiencc'> with 
betrayal. and their reaniom 10 this most dt'\a ... tating inter-
per'>onal e\perience, Dr. Couch determined l'\Jt1h how 
indi' iduab react to los'> ol trust in an imerpt'r'>onal rela-
tionship. Panicipams \\ere asked to rL'Lall their woN 
betrayal experience'> in J\ much detail as pmsiblc and 
respond to various quL''>tion'> conceming their realliom to 
that e,·ent. Betra\·all'\pnicnces ranged from phy'>Ical or 
emotional abandonment. romantic or '>l'\Ual betrayaL 
betrayal of information, lailurc to ITSJK'Ll lecling'>, and 
betrayals which were comidcred illegal olkmc'>, '>lith a'> 
abuse or negligence ol a child. 
"We weren't ju'>t look.ing at romantiL rdatillll'ihips, 
but betrayals between friend'>. lamih, any hl'tra) a! the 
'>Ubject felt \\a'> important. \\'hile the imponantc ol the 
betrayal \\as determined h\ the viltim. it '>L'emed that 
romantic betra) al \\as the most pre\ t~knt. Pnhaps 
because those relatiomhip'> '>eem the mmt '>atred, the 
betrayal c;eems c;o great," ... aitl Dr. Couch. 
Alter L'\tcnsivc anah '>i~ olthe'>e victim acwums, Dr. 
Coud1 wmcntrated llll as'>l''>~ing levels of amict) imme-
diate!\ lollll\\ ing the L'\ cnt. the social embarrassment 
Lall'>ed b) the betra\aL and the e\tentto ''hich 
the victim'> ... ought out '>ources of comfon in 
family and lnend'>. The research also supported 
the notion 1 hat women feel more embarras'>-
ment and an\iet\ after betra) al than men. 
Other researd1 '>Upports that vvomen have 
been sociali;ed to construct their identities 
around the '>ULCL''>'>e'> of their relationships. 
"To '>lllllc l'\tent. our relation'>hip'> define 
\\howe arc. The\ 'alidare m and confirm that 
'' e arc \\ortlm bile human being~. If '>omeonc 
betrays that tni'>L it challenges our perception 
ol sdf-identit)," Dr. Couch '>aid. 
Dr. Colllh also determined that cntain 
health ri<ik'> \\ere possible after betrayal. 
Physical health '>\ mptoms such a'> headaches, 
In'>omnia, dcpre'>'>ion, loss ol en erg\, ''eight 
[o.,., or gam. and namca \\ere present in 40 percent of all 
paruupanh. Becau'>e the health consequences of interpel· 
'>Onal bctra\ al are 'en reaL information about a recent 
betrJ\ al could steer health care professionals to a bener 
pa!IL'nt diagnosis and more aclllrate treatment. 
C urrcntly, Dr. Colllh is concentrating on incli\ idual 
auadmll'nt '>lyles and ho\\ those styles determine coping 
nwLhani'>ms and the abilit\ 10 '>mtain succc'>'>ful relation-
'>hip'>. She Nimatcs that amiL'lv le\Cb arc similar for indi-
' iduab '>ecure with relmionships and indi' idual'> '' ho 
maimain amious or avoidant relationships at the time of 
betra,·aL but that at the time of participation in the sunev, 
'>eLurc indi,·iduals had recm ered more complcreh from 
the clleu'>olthe betra\al and \\ere able to place the C\ent 
in JK'r'>JK'llive with other healthier relationships. Securely 
auadwd participant'> reponed bener coping sk.ills, felt 
more '>l'Lure about future relationships, and lclt lc'is stress 
than the indi,iduals '' ho di'>played avoidant or an\ious 
attadmll'nt '>trategic'>. 
· lntL'rL''>lingl). the pmlli\ L''> in a relationship onh e\ist 
kLatN' one i'> aware of the potential negati\ e .... Look.ing 
at peopll' \\ ho\ e had their trust '>haltered Lan offer an 
imight into \\hat comtitutt''> healthy rclationc;hip'>," Dr. 
Comh said. 
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Dr. John Hennen at home with hi~ dog, Li11ie. who he rescued from Sav-A-Lot parking lot. 
"Tf you can ~ave them. you ~hould," llcnnc:n sJ id of dogs in distress. 
History professor studies life of 
Appalachian labor organizer 
By Jeff Spradling 
When Danie Joe Stewa rt was raising hel l at Marshall University as a 
member of Studems for a Democratic 
Society (SDS) in 1969. John Hennen 
was a college freshman at rhe same 
school. And though the two never 
mer, Dr. Hennen, now an assistant 
professor ol history at MSU, has 
devoted much professional research 
to uncovering the facts of Stewa rt's 
life. 
"I feel really fortunate to have 
been going to school then. There 
were a lot of people speaking at the 
Marshall Campus at that time, li ke 
Allan Gi nsberg. Marshal l was an 
aaive spot, with leftists such as SDS, 
noted liberals, and conservatives al l in 
the mix," he said. 
Among that group of leftists was 
Stewart, who became a labor organiz-
er in his professional life. He orga-
nized workers all over the coun try, 
4 MSU1bday 
always with the issue of social just ice 
at the forefron t, according to Dr. 
Hennen. When Stewart died in 1997 
of a brain aneurysm, he was the 
internationa l di reaor of organizing 
for the Oil. Chemical and Atomic 
Workers Union. 
"Stewart is an interesting person 
because his life embodied the social 
movements of the 60s. What strikes 
me is that he is an example of a life 
well Lived, and he is so represemative 
of the social transformation in this 
coumry and region," Dr. Hennen said. 
Dr. Hennen fi rst learned about 
Stewart in 1986 as a master's degree 
student at Marshall. He was research-
ing the SDS 's involvement at 
Marshall. As Hennen's research 
turned towa rd the labor movement, 
and particula rly the hea lth care 
industry, Stewat1's own story became 
more relevant to Hennen's work. 
"My interest in history in the fi rst 
G>ntinucd <'II pg. 24 
Danie Joe Ste•n 
"A lite well-liVed" 
By John Hennen 
D anie Joe Stewart's life ende prematurely in March 1 99~ but not before he had a pre 
found impact on soda! justice activist 
around this region, the country, an 
the world. His work casts light on a tra 
dhion of ethical American radicalisr 
and Appalachian resistance move 
ments, grounded in mobilizing prind 
ples as evident in the tactics of the 199 
United Parcel Service strike as in th 
revolutionary theoretics of Thoma 
Paine. Stewart's work reflects a lifelon 
dedication to the principle that peopl 
must struggle collectively to contrc 
their individual destinies and chang 
undemocratic institutions. His We i 
remarkable for the intense conunit 
ment he brought to his daily tasks, bu 
it is also instructive for its ordinarines~ 
Stewart's actions at the salient point 
that marked his life's course - durin 
the civil rights, student power, an 
antiwar movements; as an advocate c 
worker and community protection iJ 
the age of corporate globalism- reve~: 
a man gifted in organizational an 
interpersonal skills, and therefore on 
who often assumed visible leadersru: 
roles. But his dedication to democrati 
social movements by marginalize1 
groups also demonstrates the capadt' 
for regular people to be rustorical actor 
rather than passive receivers - t1 
influence persistent historical debate 
over the allocation of society' 
resources and the exerdse of power. 11 
short, Stewart was a "regular guy," fo 
whom soda! revolution was a norma 
venue for a full life. 
Excerpted from a paper presented at th 
1999 Appalachian Studies Associatim 
Conference 
The lonely intensity of a starry night. The overwhelming swell of a blue sky. The 
knowledge that man stands on an 
orbiting sphere 93 million miles from 
his ult ima te source of energy. 
Assistant professor of physics Dr. 
Capp Yess stands on the edge of this 
universe, measuring the galax ies, 
looking for a new home. 
"When my son asks me why I'm 
a scientist, I say it 's because we are 
going to have to leave the earth soon. 
Millions of years from now our sun 
will be a red giant, and we' ll need to 
find a new home," Dr. Yess sa id. 
The evolution and even tual 
demise of the un iverse have alwa ys 
interested Dr. Yess. Encouraged by 
his high school physics teacher, Yess 
decided to major in physics as an 
undergradua te. 
"My senior year in high school I 
decided I wa nted to study physics. Tt 
was challenging; it dealt with reall y 
fundamental things," said Dr. Yess. 
Needing some independence 
from his hometown, Dr. Yess 
decl ined a scholarship to the 
Minnesota Institute of Technology in 
favor of attend ing Bemidji Sta te 
University in Bemidji, Minn. There 
he earned a BS in Physics. After 
teaching in Wyoming for one year, 
he left for the Peace Corps in Fij i for 
two years to teach college math. ln 
Fiji, Dr. Yess met his future wife and 
stayed a third year to train potentia l 
teachers in instructional techniques. 
Upon returning to the United 
States, Dr. Yess enrolled in Montana 
State University and received an MS 
in physics with a concentration in 
cosmology. 
"I've always been inrerested in 
the big picture. ln cosmology, the 
smallest thing I work wi th is a 
galaxy," said Dr. Yess. Aftenva rd he 
taugh t at a communi! y college in 
Poughkeepsie, N.Y., for two years 
and at the University of the Virgin 
Islands for three years before com-
Dr. Capp Yess 
pleting his Ph.D. at the University of 
Kansas. 
Dr. Yess has been at MSU since 
1997 and is currently involved in a 
research project that analyzes mock, 
computer-genera t eel, rea !-space, 
galaxy distribution and its associated 
redshift -space distribution. 
Living in a univer e where all 
matter is expanding and all galaxies 
arc moving away from one another, 
scientists rely on redshift measure-
ments and Hubble's Law to deter-
mine galaxy distances. l.n modern 
science, Hubble's Law states that the 
farther away a galaxy is, the faster it 
is moving away from us. Scienrists 
use redshift distribution which shows 
the relationship between the speed 
the galaxy is moving and its distance 
from the Milky Way. 
"By using a computer-generated 
galaxy, we can assess the differences 
between real placement of galaxies 
and what astronomers call redshift 
placement," said Dr. Yess. 
Cuwinu~d ''II 1'!1· 2 5 
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A S'>iSl<llll profe<;sor of art David Barleu presented a photograntre e\hibit at the 
Academy of Traditional Chinese 
Painting in Beijing, China, and at 
Capital Normal Unin'r<;ity in Beijing 
in Ma) 2000. Barleu was officially 
hosted lor two weeks and then con-
tinued to travel through China for 
another two week">, photographing. 
looking at line an photography, and 
meeting photographers. 
Two years ago, Banleu made a 
pre'lentation before Chinese dele-
gates negotiating arrangements \\ ith 
1\.\SU's Chcr..,ea.., Educational 
E\lhangl' Program. Some represen-
tati\e'> from the Chinese delegation 
propo">ed that Bartleu exhibit his 
work at the Aladenn and at Capitol 
Normal Universit\ in Beijing. While 
there, Bartlett abo lectured at the 
Beijing Film Academy and at Capital 
Normal. 
"I explained the process of pho-
togravure, even though the process 
mav not be practical without the 
equipment antlmateriab. It i"> such a 
complc\ proces"> and '>O much can go 
\\ron g. but I he line the audience'> 
benefited from a general educational 
'>tandpoint." said Barlett. As an inde-
pendent museum. the Acadenn 
oilers no da'>'>e~ but houses a perma-
nent collect ion used by resea rcher'>. 
The Film Academ) offers classes in 
line an photograph). and the Capitol 
6 MSU'Rxiay 
PIHliOJHOI idl'd wum·,, ul J),n id Bartlclt 
:\ormal Uni\·ep,it\ ha"> a large an 
department. Popular during the 
1800s, the process ol photogravure 
had l':..·come almmt obsolete until 
recently when the combination ol 
'>cil'!lcc and art blended 1 he old world 
prauicc'> of craft \\ith the digital age 
ol technology. The process of pho-
togra\ lilT marries photography and 
printmaking \\ith beautiful. haunt-
ing re'>ults. The pmces., of pho-
togra\ ure stam \\ith a photographic 
negati\t' lrom whid1 a pmitiH' image 
i'> made. Alter ultra\ iolet light expos-
es the lilm poc.,iti\ e onto a pho-
togranll't' resist (a '>hcct of thick 
paper cm ned in gelatin), the resist is 
moistened ami applied to a copper 
plate. Alter drying, the wpper plate is 
developed in hot \\ater and then 
submerged in a lcrric chloride solu-
tion \\hich cat~ a\\ay the copper 
beneath the gelatin rc'>ist and pro-
duce'> cJ random pallcrn of tiny 
etlhcd pit'>. Al ter the etching 
appear<., the copper plate is inked and 
wiped. The ink that is not wiped 
from the surface of the plate remains 
in the pits and when the plate is 
pressed onto a sheet of paper, the 
pre.,sure tranc,fers the ink in the pits 
to the paper, thereby making a ptint. 
"1 believe the monochromatic 
nature of photogravure and its rich 
tL'\ture appeal to the Chinese sensi-
bilit\," say~ Bartlell. 1v\ost of the 45 
pieces ol photogravure in 1he exhibit 
were landscape'> from images pho-
tographed in Kentucky and 
Minnesota. 
When a rosyface shiner is not a rosyface shiner 
Re-examination of fish species leads to new discoveries 
Holbr* photQ 
There is ru1 Irish proverb that says. "It is not a fish until it is on the bank." For ichthyologists. a fish is not a fish until it has been measured, weighed. 
counted, and named. In the streams and waterways of the 
Tennessee and Cumberland River drainages, there swims 
a smaU minnow whose Lime has come to be identified. 
Mrchthyologists have talked about this species at con-
ferences along with other fresh water fish in onh 
American streams for years." said Dr. David Ei enhour. 
assistant professor of biology. For the past two years. Dr. 
Eisenhour has been coUecting morphological data that will 
detemtine condusively the di(ference between the small 
minnow otropis rubcllus. also known as the rosyface 
shiner. and a similar species that is located in the somhern 
populations of the Tennc c,ee and Cumberland River 
drainage areas. 
Man} of the original de criptions of fish in Eastern 
"Jonh America date back to the l800s and arc \'el) \ague 
concerning size and coloration. Without the adequate 
morphological data. the descriptions might be something 
like "big fish with silvery fins." This broad identificat ion led 
to several individual species miscast under a single species 
umbrella. Subsequently, about one or two new species 
are "discovered" each year. 
"While tudying with Dr. David Etnier at the 
Universit) of Tennes ee. I became interested in hm\ fish 
looked dHferent in different streams. . ow that l'\'e been 
collecting the morphological data for two years. malJng 
measurements. noting differences in color, noting repeat-
ed features such as fin rays and scales. it is obvious these 
two specie are dearly independent evolutionary entities," 
Dr. Eisenhour said. 
B) collecting data from pedrnens of Notropis rubel-
lu throughout Kentuck.) and Tennessee. Eisenhour dis-
covered that what was mistakenly identified as the rosy-
face shiner, is aauaUy another. previously unrecognized 
species. The new species. Notropis micropterx. currently 
lacks a common name and is a more slender and less col-
orful version of the rosyfacc shiner. Eisenhour presented 
his findings at the Kentucky Academy of Science in the 
fall of 1999 and the Association of Southeastern Biologists 
meeting in April 2000 and has plans to pre ent his find-
ings at a national meeting of the American Society of 
Ichthyologists and Herpetologists within the next year. 
The identification and inventory of Kentucky' fish 
population is fundamental to managing the state's [ish 
resources. Because the otropis rubellus is sensitive to 
changes in the stream water quality, it can also serve as an 
environmental indicator species. 
"We need to recognize biodiversity to manage our 
ecosystem . We have lost fi h species before we knew they 
existed. This particular species spawns in rocky places. but 
if the e rocky places are smothered with silt from coal 
mining streams and other anthropogenic disturbance . the 
fish can not reproduce, and the population may decline or 
even disappear." said Dr. Eisenhour. 
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Creative Productions Award redpien 
views accomplishments as micro 
of outstanding music department 
By Je[f Spradling 
D r. Richard Miles, director of MSU bands, speaks demurely of his recognition as MSU's 1999 Creative Productions Award redpient. The words 'Tm fortunate" begin nearly every sentence. He happily passes praise to his many colleagues in 
the Depanment of Music, whose faculty have received the award for three straight 
years. 
"''m fortunate to have been selected. I simply represent one of many gifted and cre-
ative faculty. 1 don't feel any more gifted than the many who work in this building 
(Baird Music Hall). That sounds hokey, doesn't it? But the bonom line is, it's not one 
person," Dr. Miles said. "Most folks have little knowledge of the outstanding talent that 
is here as musidans and teachers. Ir is sometimes challen&I]ng to be successful at both. 
A large majority of the (music) faculty performs nationally and even internationally. 
We are fortunate to have strong leadership and distinguished faculty." 
He does have an extensive list of accomplishments achieved during his 16 years at 
MSU. The MSU Symphony Band, which he conducts, has performed nationally and 
internationally, presenting concerts for the Kentucky Music Educator's Association, the 
CoiJege Band Director's National Assodation, the National Band Assodation, and the 
Biennial Conference of the Music Educators National 
Conference. 
"These are the most prestigious performances a 
(college) band would do," Dr. Miles said. 
The MSU Symphony Band and the MSU 
Percussion Ensemble, w1der the direction of Professor 
Frank Oddis, recently toured the People's Republic of 
China where they gave performances at the Beijing 
Concert Hall, the Affiliated Middle School and High 
School of Beijing University, Capital Normal 
University, Tsinghua University, and the Central 
Conservatory of Music. "We didn't know what to 
expect with the Chinese audiences. Several 
had informed us that traditionally they were 
loud audiences. We were shocked with the 
incredible attention, response, and applause 
at each venue," he said. 
Dr. Miles is also editor and co-author of 
the textbook series Teaching Music Through 
PeJforrnance and Band (Volumes I-N), whid1 
is considered one of the nation's leading text 
series for instrumental music instruction. 
For the past nine years, Dr. Miles has 
served as one of the conductors of a 3,000-
piece band which performs at the national 0U£back Bowl. 
"It takes four days to coordinate a 5-minute production 
that involves high school students from aU over the coun-
try," Dr. Miles said. 
Currently, Dr. Miles is researching wind band litera-
ture by Russian composers. He recently traveled to 
Moscow for his research. 
" o one that I know can name 
more than three or four original 
wind band compositions by 
Russian composers. I am attempt-
ing to identify the most outstand-
ing Russian wind band conductors, 
composers, and literature," he said. 
While in Russia, Dr. Miles was 
invited to visit the head general of 
the Russian Federation Military 
Bands on three occasions. The 
Russian general, General Victor 
Vasilyevich Afanasyev, is going to 
make available, for research and 
possible perfom1ance, more than 
1,000 works from the Russian 
Federation Military Library. 
"I also met with faculty at the Moscow Conservatory 
and with composers of 'vvind band literature, and I have 
tried to establish a dialog that may lead to further music 
literature exchange and future research opportunities," 
Dr. Miles said. 
He came home \vith 12 music scores as gifts, "a pret-
ty significant [ind to share 'vvith colleagues." AJso, a lead-
ing Russian composer, David Krivitsky of the Moscow 
Conservatory, is composing a symphony for the MSU 
Symphony Band. 
Since rece1vmg the Distinguished Creative 
Productions Award, Dr. Miles has published three new 
books, fou r articles, and has made conducting appear-
ances in 15 states, the Bahamas, the People's Republic of 
China, and Russia. 
"I have a 5-year calendar, and it is pretty full. It is a 
very active schedule," he said. 
Dr. Miles said his affinity for music, particularly classi-
cal music, was imprinted early. 
"I grew up in a very musical home, and I listened to 
lots of music. I remember hearing the sound of a sym-
phony orchestra when I was in the second grade and that 
sound just knocked my socks off. The sound was so 
encompassing that it drew me into it and influenced me 
into the field," he said. 
He pursued his musical interest as a trumpet player 
and eventually as a band director at high schools in orth 
Carolina and Indiana. For Dr. Miles, conducting on the 
college level was a namral progression. 
"As one becomes a conductor, one channels musical 
interest and expression through a group instead of the 
individuaL" he said. "The challenge of 
making music with an ensemble 
becomes complex when striving for a 
unified interpretation and sound. 
There may be 900,000 tones in a single 
piece of music and the creative aspect 
of being a conductor is to shape those 
tones and create a special expressive 
identity." 
Dr. Miles describes the conductor's 
baton as simply being another musical 
instrument. "Conductors take classes 
and learn to master an instrument and 
expression on a higher level. Then you 
learn to transfer that musicianship 
through a group. In a larger ensemble, 
the role of the conductor involves more 
Dr. Richard Miles than simply serving as a human 
metronome to keep the group together. Anyone can be a 
metronome. That is simple. A conductor must also inter-
pret the volume, tempo, style, and expression while keep-
ing the group together. Those requirements demand 
extreme concentration, and ir is a process that involves 
maximum on-task thought. After a performance, the feel-
ing is often one of sheer exhaustion. 
"One of the highest levels of thinking is this process of 
decoding music. A musician must decode how each musi-
cal symbol or tone 'vvill sound, and there are a myriad of 
ways a tone can be interpreted and perceived," Dr. Miles 
said. 
For the conductor, then, the ultimate goal is to make 
the music "send you," which Dr. Miles describes as "rare" 
personal moments. "They are the ultimate experiences to 
ad1ieve," he said. 
NThe challenge to an} musical artist is to make music 
send you and to put your tag and identity on the music. 
What makes it spedal and unique is the decoding, the 
interpretive flavor," he said. 
Dr. Miles is from Ashville, N.C. He holds an under-
graduate degree from Appalachian State University, two 
master's degrees from the University o[ illinois, and 
received his doctorate in music from Florida State in 1992. 
Morehead Writing Project 
makes teachers better writers 
By Liz Mandrell 
Dr. Rob Lockhart 
Every summer. Drs. Nancy Peterson and Rob Lockhart. co-directors of the Morehead Writing Project (MWP), get to throw the biggest and best 
party imaginable. The Morehead Writing Project Summer 
Institute is an invitation-only party, and the guest list is 
drafted after a long process of application and interviews 
of potential Region 7 and 8 teachers. For those 20 East 
Kentucky teachers who are chosen, the MWP Summer 
Institute changes their reaching lives forever. 
"It was the best thing I have ever done professionally. 
I contin ue to draw on the friendships and knowledge 
gained from the Summer Institute," sa id Rose Jobe Unrue, 
a 1994-95 graduate, from Louisa. 
Teachers arrive at the project from diverse back-
grounds, experiences. grade levels and subject areas. They 
may have heard about the program th rough a former par-
ticipant or through their school's administrators who want 
a MWP graduate on staff to raise portfolio scores. They 
may have heard the project is an easy way to get starred 
on their master's degrees. They may be interested in 
improving their writing skills and learning from other 
writing teachers. Their expectations are soon met and 
then some. For four weeks, they meet daily for seven 
hou rs to write, share, and learn. Students receive six 
hours of graduate credit pl us an $800 stipend, university 
lodging. and free textbooks. 
"We take care of them, provide them wit h housing, 
pa rking passes. lodging if they need it, supplies, free books. 
10 MSU'Rxiay -
Dr. Nancy Peterson 
markers. paper, computer access, lunch every Friday- all 
their needs are met. The important th ing is that they con-
centrate on reading and writing and reflecting on those 
processes in their classrooms.'' said Dr. Peterson. an asso-
ciate professor of English. 
Based on the Bay Area Writing Project, which was 
established in 1974 at the Graduate School of Educa tion 
on the Un iversity of California-Berkeley campus, the 
M WP Summer Institute has been continually funded and 
serving the East Kentucky region since 1986. The Bay 
Area Project is copied at 160 colleges and universilies 
throughout the country and five sites internationally. In 
the State of Kentucky, there are eight writing projects, all 
connected to state universities. As a vital service to the 
teachers of the East Kemucky region, the MWP provides 
a network of former summer institute teachers, kinder-
garten through university, who serve as master reachers, 
conducting professional development for districts 
throughout the school year. 
"Because most teachers have not received meaningfu l 
writing instruction and because they have nor been taught 
to write themselves, they recreate what they assumed was 
meaningful (or them. Our goa l at the university level is to 
develop meaningful programming with the Summer 
institute, the Advanced Weekend Institute, and through 
our MWP Outreach Program to help teachers become bet-
ter writers themselves and to understand the theory 
behind what they are doing in the classroom," Dr. 
Peterson said. 
"The project raise awareness of the value of writing for 
teachers and swdent in Ea tern Kentucky. Writing is 
viewed not just as something journalists or writing profes-
sionals, such as essayists or screen playwrights do, but as an 
activity that everyone can do," said Kenner Johnson, a 
1986-87 graduate from Jv\ount Sterling. 
In 1990, the Kentucky Education Reform Act (KERA) 
wa implemented statewide. Pan of that reforn1 included 
the much-debated, cross-di ciplinary writing portfolio to be 
a e sed during grade 4, 7, and 12. Becau. e of the sanc-
tions and rewards y tern that put many school in crisis or 
decline, administrator and teachers actively pursued out-
let that provided portfolio writing and assessment instruc-
tion. While the Morehead Writing Project preceded KERA, 
both focus on the nece ity of writing as a life-long skill. 
"It was and is the mo 1 comprehen ivc educationa l 
reform in the history of American schooling," Dr. Peterson 
said. "Because of KERA llldents are writing more. They 
no longer resist writing as they did before, but tead1ers 
need to have the skill that assist them at each develop-
mental level. Becoming a good writer is a process; teachers 
shou ld not expect s\lldent to master the skill in one year or 
one semester." 
A typica l day at the Summer institute begins ea rly. 
Some of the participants come early to write, catch up on 
reading, or share with their peers something they have 
written. Guest pre enters come throughout the project and 
offer suggestions and inspirations for writing and teaching. 
Cominued on pg. 25 
• Writing is fu ndamental to learlling in all 
disdplines. 
• Writing deserves constant attention from 
kindergarten through university. 
• Teachers are the key to educational change. 
• The best teacher of tead1ers is another teacher. 
• Effective literacy programs are inclusive, reach-
ing aU teachers in order to reach all students. 
• Universities and schools accomplish more in 
partnership. 
• Exemplary teachers of writing write and u e 
writing themselves. 
• Excellent professional development is an 
on-going process. 
On the road wilh the 
Morehead Writing Proiect 
By Li7 Mandrell 
Passing d1icken coops on the hill ides and leeping dogs in the middle of the road, we drive to Flat Gap, taking the CU!V) route. (We couldn't stand the 
straight road which looked too much like Ohio.) Dr. Rob 
Lockhart handles the curve deftly, ba eball cap clapped 
low over hi eyes, as he tells me about his daughter's poet-
ry, about his racquetball game, and about the Morehead 
Writing Project, a subject which he never tires of talking 
about. Dr. Lockhart, an assistant professor of English at 
MSU, is in his second yea r as co-director of the project, 
along with MWP veteran Dr. ancy Peterson. Dr. 
Lockhart, also a writing project graduate from Blacksburg, 
Va., taught high school English for eight years and under-
stand the importance of teaching students to write 
throughout their academic careers. 
"It's important that we get away from this account-
ability year mentality in Kentucky that only the 4th, 7th, 
and 12th grade teachers (grades during which portfolios 
arc assessed) should be spending time writing. Students 
hould always be writing, not ju t in tho e years," Dr. 
Lockhart said. He u es the outreach facet of the MWP to 
provide continued upport to participant . This morning, 
we are visiting the classroom of a 1999-2000 participant, 
Melanie Grim. 
A second year teacher and even momh pregnant, 
Grim radiates as she greets us at the door. Eighteen third 
graders wiggle in tiny seats behind her. Large windows 
line one wall; the lushness of the mountains out ide tho e 
windows makes the classroom seem on the edge of a rain 
forest. Paper spring flower hang from the ceiling. 
Butterflies dance on the door, and student writing samples 
are published on the wal l. Students of the Month grin 
from a special place on the bulletin board and a writing 
process choo-choo train chugs across the wall, hauling its 
freight - freewriting, drafting, revising, proofreading, pub-
lishing, published author. l peck over the shoulder of one 
student who has scrawled on his wri ting notebook, 
"Danger! Keep Out! Danger! Keep Out!" Indeed, in this 
clas room, writing i definitely serious bu iness. 
There are nine more days of school at Flat Gap 
Elementary. The need to chitter-chaner c;prings up like 
lo,·e distracted, like poetry needing to be written. While 
Lockhart engages the students in writing a class poem 
Continued on pg. 23 
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Researchers look at eating and exercise 
habits among college females 
By Liz Mandrell 
The virtues of good nutrition and exercise dominate our cultural 
consciousness. Each year a 
new diet book hits the book-
store shelves prom1smg 
remarkable weight loss 
results. Americans spend mil-
lions of doiJars a year on the 
physica l fitness industry. 
Combine the diet/fitness 
obsession with unrea listic 
fema le body images projected 
by the popular media and a 
deadly epidemic of eating dis-
orders and compulsive exer-
cising emerges. As assistant 
track coach and assistant pro-
fessor of nutrition, Brenda 
Malina uskas -O ver ton 
observes the eating and exer-
cise habits of collegia te 
women on a day-to-clay basis and knows fi rst-hand that 
both dieting and fitness can go too far. Even athletes are 
not immune to compulsive exercising and eating disorders 
such as bulimia or anorex ia nervosa. Watching students 
and athletes struggling over the correa means by which to 
arrive at a sensible weight. Malinauskas-Ovenon became 
interested in how coaches and players agree on a healthy 
weight and body image for female athletes. 
Malinauskas-Overton joined forces with Dr. Christi 
Bruening, assistant professor of psychology, who also had 
an interest in predicting eating disorders from a sports psy-
chology stand-point. The two examined the nutri tional 
and fitness habits of female collegiate athletes and a con-
trol group of non-athletes. Using 186 subjects recruited 
from va rious female MSU athletic programs and students 
enrolled in nutrition and psychology classes, the 
researchers asked participants to keep a three-day diet and 
exercise record and provide informat ion such as medical 
history, sporrs history, and information concerning eating 
disorders, body concept. and ocial anxiety. 
Brenda Malinau~kas-Ovcnon 
Malinauskas- Ove rton 
hopes that those athletes 
who are at risk from either 
over- or underweight con-
ditions can be identified 
and advised on better 
nutrition and exercise 
habits. Both over- and 
underweigh t conditions 
can have a negative effect 
on the health and at hletic 
performance of the sub-
ject. 
"There is a confusion 
abom what is the right 
weight for an athlete. Is 
this too high or too low? 
What is the right weight? 
Athletes and sometimes 
coaches focus too much on 
numbers. If they are doing 
the training they need to 
do, they'll be the weight they need to be," Malinauskas-
Ovenon said. 
Publishing the results in the peer-reviewed journal 
Kentucky Association for Health, Physical Education. Recreation 
and Dance, Malinauskas-Overton and Dr. Bruening identi-
fied several standard techniques for measuring ideal body 
weight, body mass index, waist-to-hip circumference 
ra tio, and body fat percent. The study also proved, not sur-
prisingly, that body mass index and percent ideal body 
weight va lues were lower for athletes than for non-ath-
letes. 
While it is well recognized that weight and fitness 
should be determined on an individual basis, coaches and 
athletes often times consult standard weight guides with-
out consideration of energy input, energy expenditure, 
body composition, or the sport in which they participate. 
According to Malinauskas-Overton, aU athletes should be 
assessed by professionals trained to determine appropriate 
body weight and body composition to optimize perfor-
mance and health. 
12 ~lJlbday ---------------------------
A challe~r 20th 
Century f ak:ers: 
Translating Jane 
Austen's novels to film 
By Li1 !\\andrei! 
D r. Sarah Morrison. professor of Engli h and life-long admir-
er of Jane Austen's fiction, 
felt there was something 
wrong as she watched the 
1979 Weldon-Coke adapta-
tion of Austen's novel Pride 
and Prejudiu. She was not 
surprised that #there \\ere 
pieces of dialogue and 
sometimes whole scenes 
that were not in the novel-.." 
All filmmakers arc faced with the difference 
between the medium of fiJm and the medium of the 
m)\'el and will regularly simplify the plot. reduce the 
number of characters. and add more "action" to replace 
pas ages of summary and commentary. But she was puz-
?led that some invented cenes and dialogue not ground-
ed in the text seemed more in keeping with the tenor of 
the novels than cenain line<, taken directly from the text. 
During the recent explosion of Austen film adaptations 
(all of Austen's novels have currently been adapted to 
film). Dr. Morrison was able to identify many more 
. cenes in the films that seemed to potnt to some consis-
tent challenge in adapting an Austen novel to the medi-
um of film. 
All of the novel exhibit a unique blend of straight-
fonvard internal monologues and dialogue'> \\ith free 
indi rect discourse. according to Dr. Morri-,on. At times 
Austen offers us direct representation of a character's 
thoughts or words. But in many passages. a character's 
thoughts or words are filtered through the narrator's 
consciousness in a way that makes it very difficult to sep-
arate the e from added narrative commentan. One lit-
mu test for filmmaker thus become ho\\ ''ell they can 
translate the intemal machinations of the characters into 
cenes and dialogue and compensate for the lack of a 
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Researcher develops • 
• curriculum aimed at • 
• 
reducing "risk:y" • • • 
• 
. behavior in teens • 
• 
Bv Li1 Mandrell 
• In a new effort to 
increa<,e the effecti\'C-
: ness of prevemion pro-
• grarm for adolescents, Dr. 
• Youmasu Siewe, former 
• 











health. phy ical education. 
and recreation. collaborated 
\\ith Uni\'Crsity of Kentucky 
colleagues to design a cur-
riculum that combines moti-
vational ~peakers and peer- Dr. Youma\ll Siewe 
based videotapes. The new prevention research targets 
tho e teens who are identified as sensation eeker and 
impulsi,·e decision maker'>. According to the re earch, 
the e individuals are more likely to engage in alcohol use 
and risky sexual siruation and subsequently are more 
like!) to wntract HIV. 
Traditional prevention programs are often presented 
in health classes in the form of textbook reading and 
clamoom-based activitie'>. These prevention effon often 
fall on the deaf ear of students who have been born-
: barded \Vith anti-drug, anti-sex, and anti-alcohol rncs-
• 
• sages since kinderganen. As co-mvestigator on thi fund-
• 
: ed project. Dr. Siewc maintamed that by changing the 
• approach of the prevemion programs, greater strides can 
• be made in reducing undesired behavior and adopting 
: de ired behaviors. 
• 
: "\Ve are specifically targeting individual who are 
: impulsive decision maker and high sen ation eekers," 
• 
• said Dr. Siewc. "It is difficult to impact 1 he e individuals 
• 
• in a traditional classroom setting, but as student under-
: stand the consequences of irresponsible behavior. they 
: are more likely to behave respon ibly." 
An effective ma media and school-ba ed interven-
• 
: tion curriculum curb the pecific risk behavior of chil-
dren \\ith irrarional decision-makjng panem . Along 
• with a popular motivational speaker. the dramatic pro-
• duction ol Secrets is used in Siewe's curriculum. Secrets 
• 
• Ct1111ill/led tlll pg. 24 
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Faculty member's 
interest as parent, 
lawyer, and educator 
guides project aimed at 
improving elementary 
school curriculum 
By Liz Mandrell 
When Dianna Murphy, assistant professor of government. sat 
down to write a curriculum for 
elementary school students on 
the subject of civil trials, she was 
motivated by two things: her 
awareness of the public's lack of 
understandi ng about the judicial 
process, and her daughter's sto-
ries of inequity on the play-
ground. These two motivations 
prompted Murphy to design an 
elementary curriculum that 
would not only teach swdents 
about the legal process but also 
raise awareness of equity issues 
that are often ignored by stu-
dents, teachers, and administra-
tion. 
"My daughter would come 
home from school and tell me how the boys get the bas-
ketball first and keep it throughout recess. When she 
would ask the teachers about this, they did nothing to cor-
rect the problem. The true purpose of this curriculum is to 
bring to light tha t kind of gender equity and to stan a dia-
log between students and teachers, making them aware of 
the effect of their action or inaction," Murphy said. 
She was also intent on cu ltivating a greater under-
standing of the purpose, function, and role of people in a 
civil dispute. Despite the number of prime time legal dra-
mas on television, the public remains uneducated in the 
area of civil law. 
"Ln informal surveys of my own students as incoming 
freshman, I find that they have a fundamental miscon-
ception about the legal system. Even the most basic 
things, like what is the Constitution, what is the Bill of 
Rights are unknown," Murphy said. 
A Fayette County native, Murphy began practicing 
law in Lexington in 1979. She soon began developing a 
paralega l curriculum for Sullivan Junior College. Within 
five yea rs, Murphy became the director of Paralegal 
Studies at Sullivan. She then taught at Midway and 
Eastern Kentucky Universi ty for several years as an 
adjunCl, always in the area of paralegal studies. She has 
taught at Morehead State for the last three years in the 
Department of Geography, Government & History as the 
full-ti me Paralegal Studies director and continues her 
practice in Lexington. 
"The law, like medicine or 
taxes, changes every day. It is 
important for me to continue to 
practice as a teacher in a voca-
tional curriculum, to be account-
able to both my students and my 
clients," said Murphy. 
In the Spring of 1997 Murphy 
submitted a proposal ro create an 
elementary curriculum that edu-
cated students on both the civil 
process and cultural stereotypes. 
The proposal harmoniously cor-
responded with the recently 
released President's Council on 
Physical Fitness and Sports report 
titled "Physical Aaiviry & Sport 
in the Lives of Girls." The presi-
dential task force recommended 
Dianna Murphy that teachers affirmatively inter-
vene in classroom and play-
ground situations where equality is not present. 
Studies have shown that participation in sports 
improves a young girl's body image, self-esteem, self-con-
fidence, and mental health. The presidential report also 
recommended that girls "should be encouraged to get 
involved in sport and physical activity at an early age 
because such involvement reduces the likelihood of 
developing a number of deleterious health-related condi -
tions." 
"We have a responsibility to implement policies that 
foster respect for one another; gender issues are in1portanr 
at these lower levels, elementary and middle 
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• D r. James : Boger t , : assista n t : 
• profc sor ol market- • 
• ing, has researched : 
the relationship : 
bemern large cor- : 
• porate blockholders : 
and 1 heir target : L---------"=-------' 
I n many East Kcmucky com-munities, the 
remote location and 
inadequate highway 
system deter large 
manufacturers r rom 
selling up shop. Mid-
sized, family-o,,ned 
firms, independent 
banks, and small 
businesse ha ''e firm 's performance : Bell\ Hogt· 
in the market in sit- : become the norm in 
• most of East Kem ucky. Historically, the absrnce of large 
uations where the • 
• businessc'> has led 10 a depressed economy and high 
stock is held for • 
• unemploymem within the region. Many re'>idents of the 
more than three : 
• region are forced to lea' e their families and friends 10 'ieek years. • 
• '' ork in a larger metropolitan area or embark upon an Although the • 
• entrepreneurial endeaHlr the\ may not be prepared for. 
D J B effect of thi rela- • r. amt·, ogen : Dr. tacy Vollmers, asshtant professor of marketing, 
tiomhip manifest • 
• and Belt) Hoge, assistant probsor of management, saw a it elf in the stock prices of both the target firm and the • 
• need lor en trepre-
blockholder, the negative effects on the target firm in : neurial instruction at 
tenm of improvemem and reinvestment arc also signifi - : MSU as the trend 
cant. • 
• toward 'ielf-emplo)-
Dr. Bogen 's research establishes a standard for indi- • 
• mcm held steady 
eating when negative perfom1ance of the target corpora- • both nationally and 
tion is likely and thereby allowing the public to make eclu- : locally. lmplcmenting 
cated dedsions about their investments. • 
• a regionall\' appropri-Bogen's three-phase study included identifying a • 
• ate Emrepreneurship 
ample of non-finandal target finm with he 10 50 per- • 
: Option \Vithin the 
cent of their stock held by non-finandal corporate block- • 
• e-xisting Bachelor of 
holders for at least nvo years. The second phase was : 8 u s i n e 5 5 
aimed at estimating abnormal rewrns resulting from the : Ad m i n i 5 1 r a 1 i 0 n 
investment relationship. Finally, the third phase used a : 1 d Dr. Sta'"' \·1111nl""' • c egree programma e " ", data- ct for which the inde11endent variable had been • 
• sense. 
compensated in order 10 test the hypothec,b. • "There i~ a national trend where mall bu'>inec,c,es 
"The results sugge t that corporate blocl-.holdings • 
• ha\e mo'>t of the employment opponunities. Large com-
seem to endure when they serve to enhance or maintain : 
• panics are downsizing. In the tate of Kemuck), c,mall 
corporate blockholder performance," Dr. Bogen said. • 
• busine'>'>e'> should be encouraged to increase economic 
. 
• 
• Colllillu!!d t'll p!f. 25 
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in passive solar lighting 
Once the light is collened by the concentrator and is 
released into the optical fiber. the light travels along the 
length of the optical fiber to any given release point, such 
as a ponal or outlet. Because glass fiber cables were so 
expensive, Drs. Grise' and Patrick chose the plastic optical 
fiber, which was cheaper. more flexible and could be cut 
and spliced more easily. 
"The plastic fiber line~ were more flexible, The longer 
the cable, the more pos ·ibility of light los , but we found 
that the plastic fiber had minimal light loss even with the 
multiple bend~ in its placement When we think of 
installing such a system into a residence or office, keeping 
the light per unit area high is a crucial element," said Dr. 
Patrick. 
After the light travels through the cable, it exits into a 
diffuser. creating the effea of a miniature sk} light Drs. 
Grise' and Patrick also de\ eloped a ponal that \\'Ould act 
as a light diffuser to uniform!} disperse rhe light over the 
controlled area. Gauging the light dispersed in the exper-
imental area, the researchers used a light meter to deter-
mine how much light was projected and how cflicicnt 
that light was. By comparing the light level and illumina-
tion effidrncy in the controlled room lit conwntionally by 
fluorescent and incande cent bulbs with the room lit sole-
ly by passive solar lighting, the researchel) m:re abk· to 
gauge their SUCLeSS. 
Because appro\imately 25 percent of all elearidty 
used in the United States is used for lighting. the research 
concerning passive solar lighting is very imponanL Much 
of the research done in the area of solar power has con-
centrated on solar heating, Generally, solar panels convL·n 
solar energy into clcaridty to power lights and appli-
ances, but passi\'e captured light is non-electri( and 
requires no conversion manifold or solar panel. Because 
passively captured light i~ so cost effeai\e and easy to 
install. this type of light would be ideal to light warehous-
es, basements or underground coal mining tenninab. No 
electrical wiring is necessary. Passive solar lighting needs 
no voltage at the fixture; it emits no heat. i completely 
safe, and is nearly maintenance free, 
·we would love to have a passive energv house a an 
on-going research projea. perhaps even '>Ct up a demo 
home for contraaors," <.aid Dr. Patrick. 
Dr. Olarles Patnck ooleft 1n photos. and Dr Robert C?i1se· settled oo 
p astic fiber optic cable as the veh1cle for their research 1nto pass1ve 
olar I t1ng because the cable is flexible and relat1vely Inexpen-
Sive, Additionally, fiber opt1c cable does not lose m.JCh luminosity 
as liglt travels through it In the two photos at righ~ the cable 1s used 
as the ooly light source in the studio, demonstrating 1ts h •.minos1ty, 
Interview with Dr. Bruce Mattingly 
MSU's Distinguished Researcher for 1999 
B) Jeff Spradling and Li; Mandrell 
Fditor's note: !11 1999. Dr. Bruce 
Maning!_v. professor tl[psyd~t1logy. became 
the first faailty memba to receive the 
Distinguished Researcher Award for a sec-
tllld time. Because t1[ his continual 
research and exrramuml f/rt7111 acth•it) ~ ht! 
has bet?ll a pamnial feature in Focus 
magazine to the poim thm he ll'onders ow 
loud to the Focus stajJ"II'hm are we going 
W e were the first lab to find that you could not prevent 
the development of behav· 
loral sensitization to 
cocaine in rats by blocking 
the D1 subtype of dopamine 
receptors. Prior to this find· 
ing, current theories held 
that D1 receptor stimulation 
was the critical link to the 
development of behavioral 
sensitization. We initially 
had difficulty publishing this 
finding, but It was later 
replicated by other major 
laboratories. This finding 
added to the growing litera· 
lure that suggested that 
behavioral sensitization 
could not be explained 
based upon changes in a sin· 
gle neurochemical system. 
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ttl write this year." Ht! cmllt' w MSU in 
19/V as a freshman math majt1T; but a 
\\'tlrkswdy assignmt!llt in the Dt•partmem 
t1[ Psychology chmzged lzL~ directitlll. Now. 
.ltl//Ie 30 years latet; he is d1t1ir ~if the same 
dept7mllt!lll where he .ftlllnd his ct~lling. 
and his rest!arrh illftl tht' ncunYhemical 
cmd behavioral comcque11u'.' t1[ chronic 
psydwstimulant drug a bust! has garnered 
I think that researchers go through a developmental process. At first, just 
doing the lab work Is excit· 
ing. Later, having your work 
validated through the peer 
review process of journals is 
Important. Just seeing your 
name in print, feels good. 
But over time you realize 
that publication in and of 
Itself is not all thatlmpor· 
tant. At this stage of my 
career, I am much more 
Interested in having an 
Impact on my field than sim· 
ply the number of publica· 
lions I can accumulate. So 
at this point, if I publish an 
article that Is not noticed or 
cited, then I'm not very 
happy. 
him nmitlllal and intemationczl rt!cogni-
titlll. 
JS: One thing I am interested in 
is the changes you've seen in 30 
years. Good, bad, and ind iffer-
ent. 
B.\1 : You know, itma\ eem mange. 
but I guess I just don't not ice the 
changes as much as you might 
J 
I 'm extremely proud of my students. Over the years, students that have 
worked with me in the lab 
have done very well. Many 
have gone on to complete 
Ph.D.s, M.Ds, as well as law 
degrees. One of my former 
undergraduate students, 
James Rowlett, Is on the 
faculty at Harvard Medical 
School now, and we contln· 
ue to collaborate. I still 
remember many of these 
students as freshman and 
sophomores, tentative and 
not very confident and not 
sure of what they wanted to 
do. To watch them grow and 
mature as individuals, and 
to think you might have 
helped along the way is very 
satisfying. 
expect. Of course, the town has 
grown and developed, and technolo-
gy has d1anged the way we do most 
everything, but the behavior of people 
hasn't changed to me. 
JS: Your department must be 
pretty good as far as enrollment 
numbers. 
BM: Yes, we're in pretty good shape. 
We have a large number of majors 
and minors, our general education 
intro courses are usually full, and we 
generally have about 40 full -time 
graduate students. 
JS: You get a lot of teachers? 
BM: Quite a few. Several of our cours-
es are required or are electives for 
both undergraduate and graduate 
education students. 
JS: Having any luck with quitting 
smoking (pipe)? 
BM: Quitting is easy, I've done it a 
number of times. Laughs. 
JS: You've been smoking a long 
time? 
BM: Hrnm, off and on for about 25 
years. 
JS: I wouldn't think with a pipe 
you would inhale that much. 
BM: Like Clinton, I don't. but it's still 
addictive and dangerous, health wise. 
Pipe smoking doesn't seem to have 
many negative effects on the lungs, so 
it hasn't affected my ability to run or 
bike. 
JS: I know I've seen you out jog-
ging. Do you run marathons? FuU 
length marathons? 
BM: Only one full length. I ran it in 
ashville a few years ago with Herb 
Hedgecock (chemistry) and Bob 
Grueninger (HPER). Both of these 
guys are amazing runners. I've run a 
lot of half marathons ( 13.1 miles) . My 
wife, Kathy, and on, Ben, and I ran a 
hali marathon in Loui ville this past 
pring as part of the Derby Festival. 
JS: How long have yo u been 
doing that? 
BM: Since graduate school. Ir's been 
over 20 years now. 
JS: Does that help you with your 
research, as far as keeping the intensity? 
BM: Probably, but I do it mo tly for 
fun. I enjoy just about all outdoor 
activities. Bob Bylund, in ociology, 
and I were doing triathlon for two or 
three years, but trying 10 find the time 
to do all three is preny much impossi-
ble. 
JS: You've got grand kids? 
BM: Yeah, I have four and one on the 
way. My wife has twin grandkids, so 
together, we'll soon be do e to a com-
plete baseball team. 
JS: Well I'll be durned. You certain-
ly don't look the grandfather type. 
BM: Well, I appreciate that. but actu-
ally I really enjoy being a grandfather. 
JS: How old are you? 
BM:48. 
JS: You went to school here in the 
70s, didn't you? 
BM: Yeah, l graduated in 1974. 
JS: What was going to school here 
like back then? 
BM: I'm nor sure that thing have 
fundamentally changed from an acad-
emic perspective. The 10wn was much 
less developed, no McDonalds, no 
Wai-Mart, no alcohol. The train still 
came through town. 
JS: What was the campus like? 
BM: It was somewhat smaller, more 
tree , a few less building , but basical-
ly the same as now. I think there were 
probably fewer student then, as I 
don't remember ever taking a class 
with more than 40 students and most 
le . In the terms of the psychology 
department, what I experienced then 
wa also pretty much the same I think 
a what students experience now. Of 
cour e, a number of the arne faculty 
are till here. This year we have four 
enior professors retiring that really 
founded the psychology department. 
Bradley Clough came 10 MSU in the 
late 60s and was the first department 
chair. Dr. Clough was followed by 
Frank 0 borne, Jim Gotsick, and 
George Tapp, who served as chair for 
over 20 years. These four have been 
the foundation of the department 
over the years and have largely been 
responsible for its development and 
stability. 
JS: What were students like back 
then? 
BM: We were all hippie , for the most 
pan. Long hair, bell bo!loms, that kind 
of thing, until our hair started falling 
out. Conforming non-conformi 1 . 
Coming out of the 60 with the 
Vietnam wa r, the draft, the civil rights 
movement. etc., probably produced a 
more idealistic and politically active 
student than what we ee today, but 
Morehead was less affected than larg-
er metropolitan campuses. 
JS: Has there been much change 
in the emphasis, in the field itself, 
research and thinking? 
BM: Oh, like most areas of science, 
the psychology field i constamly 
evolving. My area of behavioral neu-
ro cience has changed tremendously. 
When I finished my Ph.D. in 1979, we 
knew very little about neurotransmit-
ter receptors and pathways or their 
involvement in such things as mental 
disorder or drug abuse compared to 
what we know today. So it' continu-
ally changing, and that' preny much 
true in all areas of psychology. 
JS: What was it like going from a 
student here to working on the 
faculty? 
BM: I had no problem \vith that. I 
worked really close with Frank 
Osborne and Jim Gotsick as an under-
graduate student; they alway treated 
me more like a junior colleague than 
a siUdent. It was a true memoring 
kind of relationship. When I returned 
in 1980, I wa accepted almo 1 imme-
diately. It wa like coming home. 
JS: So the research you did with 
them is the same line of research? 
BM: It i with in the same overall field. 
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I started out with Frank Osborne as a 
freshman studying learning mecha-
tlisms in rats. This work ultimately 
resulted in my first publicat ion as a 
co-author in 1975. About the same 
time, Jim Gotsick was swdying the 
behavioral effects of brain damage in 
certain areas of the limbic system, an 
area of the brain that is important for 
motivation and emotions. It was this 
work that turned me on to neuro-
science. By the time 1 was a senior, 1 
had combined the rwo areas and was 
studying the effects of brain da mage 
on learning mechanisms. This work 
later produced my first "first" author 
publication with Jim and Frank as 
co-authors. When I went to graduate 
school, I still remained in that same 
area, but I developed an interest in 
the role of neurochenlical and neu-
rotransmitter systems in behavior, 
and that gradually led to my interest 
in animal models of drug abuse and 
mental disorders. So, in a sense 
everything I have done researchwise 
over the years is connected to my 
earliest experiences as an undergrad-
uate. 
JS: So that's the link to this par-
ticular line of research, an inter-
est in those neuroreceptors and 
that sort of thing? 
BM: Yeah, it's been an evolving son 
of process for me. I was a freshman 
math major. I took an introductory 
psych class from Frank Osborne with 
no intention of majoring in psych. He 
had a faculty research grant at the 
time, and he needed a workstudy. He 
asked me if I was interested and I 
came up for an interview. He showed 
me around the lab, and l took the 
job. 1 didn't realize at the time that 
this experience would change the 
course of my lile. 
J S: How did the interest in 
cocaine come about? 
BM: ln graduate schooL I studied the 
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relationship between the develop-
mem of va rious neurotransmi tter 
systems, including dopamine and 
various behavioral processes. When I 
came back here, Gotsick was study-
ing a drug called apomorphine in col-
laboration with Jerry Drew at the 
University of Kentucky. They had 
discovered that this drug would 
induce intense aggressive behavior in 
animals. In addition, Gotsick had also 
found that, unlike most drugs, the 
behavioral effects of apomorphine 
increased rather than decreased with 
repea ted exposure to the drug. Like 
cocaine and amphetamine, apomor-
phine was known to have a stinlll lat -
ing effect on dopamine systems in 
the brain. Because of my interest in 
neurotransmitter systems, I began to 
collaborate with Jim on this project. 
One of the more fascinating findings 
from this work was that the rats 
would become basically "crazy" after 
a couple of weeks of taking this drug. 
They were supersensitive to the 
effect of the drug and were now 
exhibiting behaviors very different 
from those observed after the first 
exposure to the drug. 
LM: Like how crazy? Like 
attacking each other? 
BM: Well, yes. If we put them 
together, they would fight aggres-
sively. But after two weeks of this 
drug, they would be literally ready to 
explode within minu tes of receiving 
the drug. You would hear them 
bouncing off the cage walls. If you 
removed the top they would come 
Oying out. They became extremely 
sensitive to stimuli and unbelievably 
hyperactive. We had to wear lea ther 
gloves and use extreme cau tion in 
handling and testing them. 
JS: These are just little lab rats? 
BM: These are liLLie rats that just two 
weeks before were tame and docile, 
but now you pull that top off and it 's 
like a bull conling out of a pen. 
Clearly, exposure to this drug was 
producing some kind of profound 
changes within the brain and ner-
vous system. 
JS: Was this even when they weren't 
under the effect of the drug? 
BM: No, when the drug wore off, 
they seemed to be reasonably nor-
mal. They were relatively placid and 
docile. But once you get them 
around the drug or stimuli associated 
with the drug, they'd become pretty, 
I'm anthropomorphizing here, but 
clearly becoming pretty edgy. There 
is clearly an environmemal or learn-
ing component. They were clearly 
associating the drug with certain 
environmental cues in addition to 
the drug having specific effects . 
About the same time, or shortly 
thereafter, other people noticed simi-
lar kinds of changes, although not as 
pronounced, with cocaine and 
amphetamines. It had also been 
known for some time that with 
amphetamine and cocaine abusers, if 
they take a drug for a long period of 
time that they can develop a syn-
drome called stimulant-induced psy-
chosis . It was originall y called 
amphetamine-i.nduced psychosis but 
was found to be more generalized. 
Long term chronic cocaine abuse can 
produce the same syndrome. In the 
late 60s and early 70s, a lot of people 
showed up in emergency rooms with 
symptoms of paranoid schizophre-
nia, which were later discovered to 
be drug-induced. The treatment for 
these drug-induced disorders at the 
time was effectively the sa me as if 
you were treating a non-drug 
induced paranoid schizophren ic, 
dopamine antagonists and so forth. 
Because of the similarity between 
crazy rats and schizophrenic 
humans, this behavioral sensitization 
effect became one of the leading ani-
mal models for studying stimulam-
induced psychosis. 
LM: You mean, someone who has 
just taken the drug once, or even 
months later can become sensitized? 
BM: Even momhs later. The evidence 
indicates that once a person or rat is 
sensitized 10 a psychostimulant, the 
effects are relatively permanent. 
Although the symptoms may evemu-
ally disappear during drug withdrawal 
or abstinence, the individual may 
remain supersensitive 10 stimulam-
type compounds for years, such that 
subsequent exposure 10 tiny amoums 
of the drug, which would have liule or 
no effect on a normal person, might 
induce psychotic type symptoms in a 
previously sensitized individual. So 
whatever the drug is doing, it is pro-
du cing some fairly long-lasting 
changes in the brain. 
JS: Is that about the same as far as 
cocaine? 
BM: Yes, there appears to be a com-
mon underlying system that mediates 
many of the long-term effects of most 
drugs of abuse. The intensity and seri-
ousness of the effects \viii vary with 
the drug taken. Repeated caffeine 
exposure will not produce the same 
effeas as crack cocaine or heroin. 
JS: What is the focus of your cur-
rent work? 
BM: For the past five years, 1 have 
been funded by the 1 ational Institute 
on Drug Abuse to study neurochemi-
cal and environmental factor associ-
ated with cocaine abuse. Interestingly, 
I'm still using the animal model of 
behavioral sensitization we previously 
used with apomorphine to now study 
drug craving. Why people use drugs is 
obviously a very complex question, 
even in animals the factors that influ-
ence the development and persistence 
of drug taking behavior are complex. 
Some of the reasons people and ani-
mals continue taking drugs include 
the initial pleasurable effects of the 
dmg as well as to avoid or remove 
unpleasam withdrawal effects of the 
drug. Another major facwr involved 
in the persistence of drug abuse is 
drug craving. Craving represems an 
acqu ired mot ivational state, some-
what like hunger or thirst. tha t 
increa es with repeated exposure to 
the drug. Also, like natural motiva-
tional states, drug craving can become 
conditioned to environmental cues or 
stimuli frequently associated with the 
drug. These drug-associated cues can 
then elicit and/or imensify the craving 
response. Drug craving during absti -
nence is one of the major factors asso-
ciated with relapse in dmg treatment 
programs. In many respects, the 
development of beha\~oral sensitiza -
tion to cocaine in animals mimics the 
drug craving response in humans. So 
we, along with other labs around the 
country, have been using th is sensiti -
zation phenomenon as an animal 
model of drug craving. 
JS: Did you ever do anything in 
your research that you would 
classify as an important discovery, 
or at least important to you? 
BM: Of course! J'm expecting a Nobel 
Prize nomination at anyt ime now. 
Seriously though, I wouldn't continue 
doing research unless I thought it was 
important. The whole point of doing 
research is to increa e the knowledge 
base on a particular subject. Although 
much of what I do could be consid-
ered basic research, it is ultimately 
aimed at providing a basis for applica -
tion. ln my case, that application 
would be related to the treatment of 
drug abuse. 1 guess the real question 
is, does anyone else think it's impor-
tant. l believe the answer to this ques-
tion is also "yes." Over the years, par-
tiallarly the last l 0, I have become 
fai rly well known in my area of spe-
cialization. My research publicat ions 
are frequemly cited by other 
researchers, and I generally receive 
between 100 and 150 request for 
reprint of my articles from 
researchers around the world. In addi-
tion, 1 am now frequently requested 
to re\~ew articles for scientific metit 
for seven international journals, and I 
have served on research gram review 
panels for both the 1 ationallnstitllles 
of Health and National Science 
Foundation grants. With respect to 
discoveries, l think every experiment 
we conduct, even those with negative 
results, is a discovery. 1 can't think of 
any particular result that has changed 
the world or the field, bur a number of 
our findings have influenced the field. 
For example, we were the first lab to 
find that you could not prevem the 
development of behavioral sensitiza-
tion to cocaine in rats by blocking the 
D I subtype of dopamine receptors. 
Prior to this finding, current theories 
held that D l receptor stimulation was 
the critical link to the development of 
behavioral sensitization. \Ve initially 
bad some diffia!lty in publishing this 
finding, but it was later replicated by 
other major laboratories. This find ing 
added to the growing literature that 
suggested that behavioral sensitiza tion 
could not be explained based upon 
changes in a single neurochemical 
system. We were also one of the first 
labs to demonstrate that even very 
low doses of psycho timulam drugs 
can induce persistent changes in sub-
sequem sensitivi ty to these drugs. 
Many of our other fi ndings have had 
a similar impact. 
JS: Is that a pretty good feeling to 
know you've discovered some-
thing like that, on the cutting 
edge of research? 
BM: Yeah, it fee ls good. It helps to 
keep your motivation up. I think that 
researchers go through a develop-
mental process. At first. just doing the 
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lab work is exciting. Later, having 
your work validated through the 
peer review process of journals is 
imponant. Just seeing your name in 
print, feels good. But over time, you 
realize that publication in and of itself 
is not all that imponant. At this stage 
of my career, lam much more inter-
ested in having an impact on my field 
than simply the number of publica-
tions I can accumulate. So at this 
point, if I publish an article that is not 
noticed or cited, then I'm not very 
happy. 
JS: Do you ever get to a point in 
this Line of research when you 
think that you've taken it just 
about as far as you can take it and 
you want to do something else? 
BM: Well, it looks Like what I'm 
doing is one single project. Although 
it does have a central theme, we've 
pursued a wide variety of dliferent 
directions over time; so, it has been 
ever-changing. We have run into 
dead ends on several occasions, but 
we are usually working on several 
projeas at the same time, so we have 
never had a real change in focus. 
With the development of molecular 
technology and new drugs more 
elective for specific receptors, there 
are new doors opening all the time. 
Also, we've found that every time 
you answer a question, it tends to 
create three or four new questions 
for you to respond to. 
JS: So it really never has been, 
what you would call, a burn out 
on this particular research? 
BM: No, not really. I trunk the impor-
tam thing that has allowed me to 
avoid burn-out has been my collabo-
ration with students and colleagues 
over the years. It's extremely stimu-
lating to interact with people from aU 
over the world who have similar 
goals and interests. It's frustrating 
when experiments don't work, but 
that's just part of the game. 
JS: I think we talked about thjs 
earlier, but how do you keep 
your intensity for this research 
with the teaching load? 
BM: As a faculty member, the teach-
ing load was never a real problem. 
The University has always been fairly 
generous in provicling some release 
time from teaching when I was fund-
ed by external grants. I'm sure I 
could have been more productive 
from a quantitative point of view 
with less teaching, but I don't think it 
has an effect on the quality of my 
work. I'm finding it more difficult to 
keep up with my research now that r 
am chairing the department. After 
two yea rs of being chair, I'm still try-
ing to find a way to balance my 
duties as chair and maintain my 
research focus. It's not easy. 
JS: What would you say are some 
of the things in your life that 
have changed your direction or 
your life in general? 
BM: I'm clearly a product of my envi-
ronment. I was fortunate tO have 
parents that always supported and 
encouraged me. They instilled a 
strong work ethic to do the best in 
whatever I may do. As I noted earli-
er, the key influences tO my career 
path were Frank Osborne and Jim 
Gotsick. Without their influence, I 
would have never considered psy-
chology, teaching, or research as a 
profession. My research skills were 
further developed at the University 
of Kentucky by Dr. James Zolman in 
the Department of Physiology & 
Biophysic . He was a no-nonsense 
type of individual who demanded 
excellence. Another major factor to 
my development as a researcher has 
been the MSU Research and Creative 
Productions Commiuee, and Carole 
Morella. The committee supported 
my research for a number of years 
before I began to attract external 
funding, and Carole Morella has 
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been a constant source of encourage-
ment in my quest for grant funds. 
JS: What are some of your suc-
cesses as an educator? 
BM: Oh, like most faculty, I'm 
extremely proud of my students. 
Over the yea rs, students that have 
worked with me in the lab have done 
very well. Many of these students 
have gone on to complete Ph.D.s, 
M.Ds, as well as law degrees. One of 
my former undergraduate students, 
James Rowlett, is on the faculty at 
Harvard Medical School now, and we 
continue tO collaborate. I still 
remember many of the e students as 
freshman and sophomores, tentative 
and not very confident and not sure 
of what they wanted to do. To wa tch 
them grow and mature as inclividu-
als, and tO think you might have 
helped along the way is very satisfy-
ing. 
JS: How is it that you've ended 
up staying at MSU? It seems like, 
looking at your research, you 
could have gone anywhere to 
teach and to do research. 
BM: That may be true, but I don't 
know for sure because I have never 
wanted or tried tO leave. I liked MSU 
as a student, and it has been just as 
satisfying as a faculty member. It pro-
vided the perfect balance for me 
between reaching and research, both 
of wruch I love. I have also enjoyed 
living in this community. It was a 
great place to raise a fan1ily. I'm real-
ly an outdoors kind of person; so, the 
surroundings have been perfect for 
me. 
JS: I think that is the reason a lot 
of people stay here. 
BM: It was a choice. 
JS: Every year you are in this 
magazine. How does this local 
celebrity affect you? 
BM: Signing so many autographs 
really docs get old after awhile. 
Laughs. 
Third grade students in Melanie Grim's class at Flat Gap Elementary show off their writ1ng notebooks during a site visit by Dr. 
Rob Lockhart, Morehead Writing Project co-director. 
On lhe road with lhe Morehead •no Proiect 
Continued from pg. 11 
about the end of the school year, I ask Grim about her experi-
ence with the project. 
"The writing project taught me so much and now my class-
es write so much more, memoirs, bio poems, personal narra-
tives. We write almost e\ ef) day," Grim said. In the background, 
the poem is forming on the white erase board. 
Because tl1ere are nine more days of school 
I Jet?! like shouting yes! 
Hip, hip hooray! 
I feel/ike shouting my head off, 
Jumping up in the air 
I'm going to blow up before it is out! 
Shouting Its summer time! 
Showing No homework! 
I feel/ike doing a head stand . .. 
"Because I'm a writing project partidpant, I'm put in a lead-
er hip position. I feel that responsibility," Grim said. "Sometime 
other teachers ask my opinion on a writing assignment because 
I've had tl1is experience." 
Finally the poem is finished, and we are ready to leave. 
There is a flurry of questions. 
UHey, Mr. Lockhart, do you have a fa\ orite race car driver?" 
"Hey, Mr. Lockhart, I'm going ro write you a umrner poem 
and end it to you!" 
"Hey, what's your address, Mr. Lockhart?" 
Back on the road. we soak up the green beaut) of spring in 
East Kentucky. From these hills, poets and writers and singers 
have walked, enchanting us with their visions of the world. 
Somewhere along the way, the future poets of Flat Gap will 
ha\e Melanie Grim to thank while Melanie thanks the 
Morehead Writing Project. 
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"Morrison" 
Continued from pg. 13 
narrator, all the while maintaining lit-
erary integri ty. 
Twentieth-century filmmakers arc 
handicapped by their !ailure to grasp 
the rules of decorum that figure so 
importanrly in Austen's novels, Dr. 
l\ \orrison said. 
Because Austen employs this nar-
rative technique in all her novels, Dr. 
Morrison thought the fi lmmakers' 
omissions of narrative comment and 
orchestration of 'iCenes not appearing 
in the novels would gi\'e st udents of 
Austen's work a window of research. 
"l wanted to use films as a 'can open-
er' to get back into the novels to see 
some things I may have missed," 
Jv1orrison said. "I came to a Jullcr 
appreciation of the range of narrative 
awareness in Austen's novels." 
"Siewe" 
Continued from pg. 13 
consists of a series of 
short, gritty seg-
ments profiling 
young people who 
know they are at 
risk of HIV. The 
videotapes follow them as they get 
tested and find out test results. The 
young people then contemplate the 
difficulties of living with HlV. 
Students in the prevention pro-
gram are also sho\\n a videotape of a 
young woman talking about her short 
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life with HlV and her concerns about 
the youth culture and the decisions 
made by youngsters. Students then 
listen to an audio tape o! a phone con-
versation with the speaker's mother 
about what she think<; her daughter 
might have told them if she were still 
living. Students receive cards with a 
hotline nu mber for them to call with 
concerns about HIV. The ca rd also 
serves as a reminder of the dangers of 
irresponsible, impul5ive behavior. 
Because the target audience is emiced 
b) novel and complex semations, Dr. 
Siewe's prevention program patterns 
itself after sensational television to get 
the attention of the teenagers who are 
at the grea test risk. 
"If we can alter behaviors such as 
smoking, alcohol u. e, and unprotect-
ed sex among young people, then we 
have a better chance of averting the 
development of as ociated illnesses 
such as cardiovascular disease, alco-
holism, and sexually transmitled dis-
eases," said Dr. Siewe. 
Dr. Siewe served on the MSU fac-
ulty from 1997-2000. He is cu rrently 
Oklahoma State University's exten-
sion specia list for health education/ 
family development, based in 
Stillwater, Okla. He is currently work-
ing on two funded projcCLS in Tulsa, 
Okla., under the umbrella title of 
"Growing Healthy and Successful 
Kids." One component concerns disci-
pline for a winning perspedive in the 
home and classroom, and the second 
concerns health beha,~oral problems 
in children, dealing ''~th challenges 
and man age men t strategies. 
Dr. Siewe notes that public health 
education is a challenge because the 
health educa tor must always find new 
and ef!ective ways to empower indi-
viduals to move from usually 
unhealthy, but "comfortable" behav-
iors to healthier, desired, yet some-
times "uncomlortablc" behaviors. 
"My work is strongly motivated 
by the faa that individuals and com-
munities can Li ve longer and hea lthier 
lives through disease prevention by 
adopting healthier lifestyles and 
behaviors," Dr. Siewe said. 
"Hennen" 
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place was in gain ing 
an understanding of 
the social move-
ments of the 60s," 
Dr. Hennen said. 
For Dr. Hennen, 
the research on 
Stewart is a facet of a 
larger interest, that of workers and 
union in Appalachia. Part of his 
research has been direaed tmvard the 
West Virginia, Ohio, and Kentucky 
di trict of 1199, the National Union of 
Hospital and Health Care Employees, 
now merged wi th the Service 
Employees International Union. 
"There hasn't been a whole lot of 
solid historical research on labor man-
agemen t relations in Appalachia. So 
far, it is heavily concentrated on the 
coal industry. l am interested in the 
day-to-day efforts to e tablish justice 
in the work place," Dr. Hennen said. "I 
really want to see scholars flesh out 
the experiences and diversity of 
Appalachian people at work. We need 
to pay attention to aspects other than 
coal. " 
In addition to his research on 
labor unions and Danie Joe Stewart, 
Dr. Hennen wrote the book The 
Americanization ofWes£ Virginia and has 
co-edited two other books. He recent-
ly finished revisions for articles that 
will appear in the Journal of 
Appalachian Studies and the Labor 
Sllldies Joumal, and his book reviews 
have appeared in journals such as 
American Historical Review Journal of 
Southern History, and the Filson Club 
Historical Quaner~v. Dr. Hen nen is al o a regular speaker at 
the Tri -State Organi1ing Conference at Marshall 
University each year, where he add resse~ the historica l 
context of Danie Stewart's work. 
Pan of his teaching load at MSU includes classes in 
History of Appalachia and Histon of Kentucky. 
"I feel fortunate to be able to teach in the area I am pa -
sionatc about and feel lucky to get to do that at MSU," he 
aid. 
Dr. Hennen received a bachelor's degree from West 
Virginia University in I 975 and a master's degree from 
Marsha ll University. He received hi doctorate in history 
from West Virginia Univer'>ity in 1993. 
"Yess" 
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Wit h the assistance of several under-
grad uate students, Dr. Yess' resea rch 
uses different theories w create simula-
tions of different univer'>e'>. These uni-
verse prototypes might be a cold dark 
maner un iverse, a hot dark mauer un i-
verse, or a cosmological constant universe. Once the rea l 
and the redshift di trilnllions have been created for these 
universes, student researchers and Dr. Yess initiate the 
percolation analysis, which a sesses differences between 
the cosmological plouing. Percolation analysis determine<; 
whether the redshift distortions disturb the tOpological 
measu rements of the various points where ga laxies 
appear. 
"Percolation analy'>is is used as a dbcriminator to 
judge theories. In cosmology for man) years, scientists 
were working with theories with no way of testing them. 
There is no yard tick. Modern research will eventually 
allow ~cient ists an opportunity to fonn a picwre of the 
universe based on statistical measures," Dr. Ye.,~ said. 
"Hoge/Vollmers" 
continued from pg. 15 
di\'Crsit y," Hoge said. 
One course within the Entreprenuer-
ship Oplion has already 
hit the <;chedule books 
with positive marks 
from the swdents. 
"We are 110\\ offering Marketing 
Strategies for Small Busi ll(:sses and we 
hope to offer Financial Issues for Small 
Businesses soon," Dr. Vollmers said. 
JOe l'l(liH.t-., 1-\)lfll Hdlglll , t'llt'fg} LOII~l'l\diHHI IYi l'cl">llll' 
The couf'>e'> not only teach skills essent.ialto operating a 
-.mall bu~iness but also how to get staned, how to find capi-
tal outlay, how to attract investors, and how to market prod-
um and services. Once a busi ness plan is created, students 
will be given the benefit of professional evaluation and feed-
back from bankers and bu inessmen concerning the plausi-
bility or their plans. 
"Peterson /Lockhart" 
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In the lir'>t week of the project, par-
ticipants pair up and wor~ together on 
a demomt ration lesson, showcasing a 
writing practice that they know works, 
something that could be presented, 
practiced, and discussed in about 4 5 
minute<;. These demonstrations are completed through-
out the fo ur weeks. After lunch each clay, participants can 
be een around campus, in computer 
lab , or on the gra in front of Lappin 
HaiL rel ishing the t\vo hours ol concen-
trated writing and responding time pro-
vided by thl' program. 
"The concept is simple - teachers 
'' ho are writers make the be~t writing 
teachers," Dr. Peterson said. 
"Murphy" 
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school. In some studies, the results 
show that as high as 80 percent of the 
female enrollment say they have been 
haras ed by the tin1e they reach high 
schooLff Murphy said. 
Pai ring up with Fayeue County ele-
mentary teacher Alicia Guerra, Murphy introduced the 
curriculum to Guerra's 40 fift h grade students at Maxwell 
Elementary School in Lexington. The unit used about I 0 
classroom hours as well as a half-day field trip. Students 
learned legal terminology and discussed the roles and 
functions of the judiciary, advocates, juries, and legisla-
tures. 
"They came away with a basic framework of our legal 
svstcm. They were ophi'>ticated enough to draw a dia-
gram explaining the two-tiered state and federal system, 
showing the boundaries of '>tate versus federal laws," said 
Muq1hy. 
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